
Writing Strong Expository 
Papers for College

“Write. Rewrite. When not 
writing or rewriting, read. I 
know of no shortcuts.”

—Larry L. King, WD, Playwright 

Andrew Rusnak

English 102



Student Essay Checklist 

I will not grade your essay and you will lose one letter grade if the 

following conditions are not met when you first turn your essay in: 

My essay:

• Has a separate page where I’ve listed: 1) My thesis statement; 2) Five reasons why I believe my thesis 
statement reflects a powerful argument; and 3) Five reasons why my thesis statement is not solid or 
there are gaps in the position I’ve taken. The five reasons why my thesis statement is solid and the five 
reasons why it may not be MUST all be included in my paper. 

• Is the right word count ____ and is on time____.

• Uses six legitimate outside references. Direct quotations or paraphrasing must be 20 percent or 
less of your overall content. Do not string quotes together. Two of these sources must be graphs, 
charts, diagrams that support your position. Legitimate sources are academic research. (You 
may use magazines, journals, books, LEGITIMATE websites. You may not use, dictionaries, Wikipedia, 
or other such references) ____.

• Uses at least two direct quotations from the primary source (this does not include the 5 outside sources) 
____.

• Uses APA format, with parenthetical references in the body of the narrative and a properly formatted 
References page ____.

• Has a thesis statement that is underlined _____.

• Has the checklist attached ____.



Student Essay Checklist

The following items are considered to be part of the learning process. I may still ask 

you to revise and work on some of these:

• Has an original and creative title ____.

• Has a well-developed/thought out, concise, strong thesis statement that declares a purpose and/or position, and 
functions to point the reader in the direction I intend to go. I understand that the thesis is the one stand alone statement in 
the text that can be extracted and offered as a guide for the reader. Elements in the thesis are used as an outline and to 
structure the essay. The thesis statement should be preceded by a good introduction and followed by a transition to the next 
paragraph, to the body of the essay ____.

• Has a well-developed body, overall organization/structure and content. The body of my essay works hard to 
elaborate and expand on those salient elements outlined in the thesis. There is a mathematical arrangement where the main 
points in my thesis are the main focus or topic of each subsequent paragraph. There are no redundancies and each idea is 
well-thought out and developed beyond cliché and common thought so that it is personal, original, and imaginative. My essay 
maintains a well-mapped structure with strong logic, coherent paragraphs, and overall cohesive unity____.

• Uses effective sentence variation, clarity, and relevant word choice. My sentences vary in length and 
arrangement to create smooth narrative flow. My word choice accurately reflects definitive knowledge of subject matter, 
reactions, and reflections ____.

• Is free of grammatical (mechanics and usage) errors ____.  (If you are struggling with grammar and/or 
mechanics issues, I will ask you to complete exercises from the website to be turned in with your revision or 
the next paper.)

• Has been given to someone to proofread for me ____.

• Avoids redundancy and cliché  ____.

• Is stapled in the upper left corner and does not use plastic covers or unnecessary folders ____.

Student:______________________________ Signature:___________________________ Date: ________ Essay#:_____

This checklist is your guide to all of your essays this semester. You must turn in one completed form with each 

essay. 



Buy a grammar text!

Those of you in English 101 who are 

reading Stanley Fish’s How to Write a 

Sentence and How to Read One must 

also purchase a grammar text. When I 

grade your papers, I will refer to 

certain concepts of grammar, 

punctuation, mechanics, organization 

that are listed on the completed Essay 

Response form that you will attach to 

each assignment you turn in. It is your 

responsibility to study these in the 

grammar text. You will have an 

opportunity to correct the mistakes on 

your returned essay for a better 

grade. Also, you will need to 

demonstrate improvement on the next 

essay. 

Examples include:

• The Little Seagull Handbook;
• McGraw Hill Handbook of 

English Grammar and Usage;
• The Only Grammar Book 

You'll Ever Need: A One-Stop 
Source for Every Writing 
Assignment; 

• Merriam-Webster's Guide to 
Punctuation and Style; 

• The Bedford Handbook; or
• Prentice Hall Handbook for 

Writers.

I don’t care which one you 
purchase, or if you use online 
resources like the Purdue Owl, 
you must have access. Find 
something you can use.



The first page of your essay is really similar to, but not exactly, an outline. This is what that 
page should look like:

Name:_____________________________

Paper Number and Title:_________________

Thesis Statement: ______________________________________________

5 reasons why I believe my thesis statement is true and supportable: 

1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________
3.__________________________________________________________
4.__________________________________________________________
5.__________________________________________________________

5 reasons why my thesis statement is no fully supportable or has gaps in the 
argument:

1.___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________
5. ___________________________________________________________



Turn your papers in on time. If you have a family 

emergency, let me know about it. 

On Time ….



Title your essay in a way that cleverly, creatively, reflects your 

thesis position. DO NOT use the title of the text or film that you 

are writing about as the title for your own essay! Be creative! 

Also, use title case. “Your Title Here,” not “Your title here.” 

On Titles ….



2,000 words means 2,000 words. It does not mean 1,900 words. If you 

want to write longer and can do so without being redundant, have at it. If 

your essay falls short by 25 words or so, that’s fine. Write to a natural 

length, but hit the 2,000 word mark. 

On Word Count ….



On First Paragraphs ….

All first graphs of expository 

papers must include:

1) Introduction;

2) Thesis;

3) Transition. 

This does not mean that you 
need three corresponding 
sentences to meet the three 
obligations above. You can, 
depending on the assignment, 
meet this criteria in one 
sentence. 



The kinds of essays, responses, or 

research you will be writing require 

you to explain something to an 

audience. This explanation may take 

the form of an analysis, an 

argument/persuasion, or a description 

stemming from a series of 

observations. Analyzing, arguing 

(taking a position), describing, 

comparing, contrasting, whatever the 

specifics of the assignment, this kind 

of writing requires a strong thesis or 

position statement.

On Thesis Statements….

You must underline your thesis statements in your essays.



 Explains in detail to the 

reader the importance of 

the subject the writer 

decides to write about;

 Makes a claim, takes a 

position;

 Takes the general subject 

matter explained in the 

title, and narrows it down 

into a specific, detailed 

statement;

On Thesis Statements….



 Functions as a compressed 

summary of the essay; 

 Guides the reader by outlining 

the paper;

 Unifies the writer’s and 

reader’s thoughts; and

 Is usually one sentence (no 

more than two) in the 

introduction of the essay. 

On Thesis Statements….



“Mirror Neurons: Are we Ethical by Nature?” 

By Christian Keysers. If we have mirror 

neurons, and the neuroscience certainly seems 

to confirm that, if our mirror neurons 

automatically fire when we witness (hear, see, 

touch, even “taste”) the actions of others, even 

if there are “neutral gates” that can function to 

inhibit our actual execution of imitation, where 

is free will? Read the information on the 

“Milgram experiment on obedience to authority 

figures” and information on the “by-stander 

effect.” Do these areas of research in any way 

contradict the mirror neuron research? How 

and Why? In other words, are our brains ethical 

by design? Are they intuitively altruistic? 

Assignment Example:



STEP 1: Brainstorm

Make a list. Don’t worry about 

organizing it, that comes later. Write 

down things that Keysers reported in 

her essay. For instance, Keysers

writes, “The emotions of others are 

contagious because our brain 

activates our own emotions at the 

sight of them.”  



The claim here is that our brains, via evolution, are 

programmed to actually respond to what we see 

others are responding to, that this is an automatic, 

involuntary response that, when it comes to the initial 

manifestation of the reaction, triggering the neuro-

response, we have no control. 



What can we conclude from this? That we 

“are ethical by nature” because our brain 

fires in the same way as someone we only 

witness is experiencing an emotion that we 

are not? 

http://video.pbs.org/video/1615173073

http://video.pbs.org/video/1615173073


This conclusion seems to leave out many 

variables. For instance, just because we see 

someone in pain, and just because our brain 

reacts to this by initiating neural activity that 

simulates the same kind of pain, being ethical 

would require us to act in some way to relieve 

that other person’s pain.



Some people can have this 

feeling/sensation of empathy 

but, instead of acting 

sympathetically, they can 

actually be agents of pain. 

Those who are guilty of 

physical abuse, for instance, 

can feel empathy, but act 

unethically. 



The Milgram Experiment 

Milgram started his experiments in 

1961, shortly after the trial of the 

World War II criminal Adolph 

Eichmann had begun. Eichmann’s 

defense that he was simply 

following instructions when he 

ordered the deaths of millions of 

Jews roused Milgram’s interest. In 

his 1974 book Obedience to 

Authority, Milgram posed the 

question, "Could it be that 

Eichmann and his million 

accomplices in the Holocaust were 

just following orders? Could we 

call them all accomplices?" 

Psychology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oygZ0QyiRT0 Eichmann Trial, 9 Min

http://www.about.com/
http://psychology.about.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oygZ0QyiRT0


The participants in the Milgram

experiment were 40 men recruited using 

newspaper ads. In exchange for their 

participation, each person was paid 

$4.50. Milgram developed an intimidating 

shock generator, with shock levels 

starting at 30 volts and increasing in 15-

volt increments all the way up to 450 

volts. The many switches were labeled 

with terms including "slight shock," 

"moderate shock" and "danger: severe 

shock." The final two switches were 

labeled simply with an ominous "XXX." 



Each participant took the role of a "teacher" who would then deliver 

a shock to the "student" every time an incorrect answer was 

produced. While the participant believed that he was delivering real 

shocks to the student, the student was actually a confederate in the 

experiment who was simply pretending to be shocked. As the 

experiment progressed, the participant would hear the learner plead 

to be released or even complain about a heart condition. Once the 

300-volt level had been reached, the learner banged on the wall and 

demanded to be released. Beyond this point, the learner became 

completely silent and refused to answer any more questions. The 

experimenter then instructed the participant to treat this silence as 

an incorrect response and deliver a further shock. 



The level of shock that the participant was willing to deliver was used as 

the measure of obedience. How far do you think that most participants 

were willing to go? When Milgram posed this question to a group of Yale 

University students, it was predicted that no more than 3 out of 100 

participants would deliver the maximum shock. In reality, 65% of the 

participants in Milgram’s study delivered the maximum shocks. Of the 40 

participants in the study, 26 delivered the maximum shocks while 14 

stopped before reaching the highest levels. It is important to note that 

many of the subjects became extremely agitated, distraught and angry at 

the experimenter. Yet they continued to follow orders all the way to the 

end. 

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Milgram+experiment&mid=B7BFA18FBC
A47F757214B7BFA18FBCA47F757214&view=detail&FORM=VIRE3

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Milgram+experiment&mid=B7BFA18FBCA47F757214B7BFA18FBCA47F757214&view=detail&FORM=VIRE3


The results of the Milgram experiment would 

suggest that we are unethical by nature. So, 

when you combine the results of Keyser’s 

research and the Milgram experiment and you 

are trying to come up with a thesis, when you are 

trying to come up with a position, there’s an 

apparent conflict. 

Johannesburg Experiment: 2:11

http://vimeo.com/17109940

http://vimeo.com/17109940


Based on the research conducted by Christian Keysers

presented in his essay “Mirror Neurons” and his 

proposition that we are ethical by nature, conflicting 

evidence such as the Milgram experiment suggests that 

we can indeed be unethical by nature. When these two 

sources are examined, it appears that ethical and 

unethical human acts are conscious and voluntary 

learned behaviors, that we are not programmed to 

respond involuntarily either ethically or unethically, but 

that we make choices on how to respond. This means 

that we are neither ethical or unethical “by nature.” 

Thesis #1



Despite the evidence in the behavioral Milgram experiment, 

the research presented by Christian Keysers’ in his essay 

“Mirror Neurons” clearly indicates that we are ethical by 

nature because we have an automatic response when we 

witness the pain of others. Whether we act on any idea or 

impulse to relieve the pain of others is irrelevant when it 

comes to defining our inner nature. The response is 

involuntary and telling. The only act we might undertake is to 

try and block its effects.  

Thesis #2



Thesis #3

If we are “ethical by nature” as Christian Keysers proposes in his 

essay “Mirror Neurons,” than it makes no sense that unethical acts 

exist at all. It makes more sense due to the proliferation of unethical 

acts throughout history, that, as the Milgram experiment 

demonstrated, we are unethical by nature. 



Remember: 

It’s not about being right or wrong, it’s 
about finding the right questions to 
ask so that you can adopt a position 
you can defend. 



The thesis should be located in the first paragraph. The 

first paragraph of expository writing should contain three 

elements: 

 Introduction;

 Thesis; and

 Transition.



What constitutes a strong narrative?

On Narrative and the Body of Your Work ….



Well-developed body, overall organization/structure and content:

• The body of your essay works hard to elaborate and expand on 

those salient elements outlined in the thesis. There is a mathematical 

arrangement where the main points in your thesis are the main focus 

or topic of each subsequent paragraph. Remember your thesis and 

the narrative of your essay are always connected;

• There are no redundancies and each idea is well-thought out and 

developed beyond cliché and common thought so that it is personal, 

original, and imaginative. Do not repeat yourself. Do not use such 

phrases as, “Mirror neurons mean we are ethical and virtuous,” two 

words that mean the same thing; 

• Your essay must maintain a well-mapped structure with strong logic, 

coherent paragraphs, and overall cohesive unity. 



Well-developed body, overall organization/structure and content:

• There must be effective sentence variation, clarity, and relevant 

word choice. Do not start each sentence with the same syntactical 

arrangement. Do not start each sentence in a sequence, for 

instance, beginning with “The” this or “The” that. Mix up how 

your sentences are arranged. Study sentence variation;

OUT ON THE BIG DRY we had to kill to live:

Come October, we’d herd a yearling lamb into the west pen, throw it some good flakes of alfalfa 
hay. It’d be grass-fat by then, nearly tame, just chewing, and looking around, and chewing. My 
father, his black hair bright and wild in the early winter light, would put the rifle barrel in its 
soft ear and pull the trigger. We were nearly two hours away from the nearest supermarket. And 
even if we were closer, we couldn’t afford it. We ate lamb all winter—lamb chops and leg of lamb 
and lamb stew with garden peas my mother canned. All kinds of lamb. 

But on Sunday, we almost always pulled a fryer out of the freezer for dinner. Butchering 
chickens was an all-day affair, a late-summer festival of sorts, a kind of prairie celebration. We 
put on our old jeans and stained snap shirts and ate a big breakfast of hamburger steak, eggs, 
and potatoes. My mother and grandmother set up aluminum basins of hot water for the 
plucking. My father and grandfather sharpened knives and hatchets. And when everything was 

finally ready, they sent us children into the coop. 

─ From Joe Wilkins, Out West



• Your sentences must vary in length and arrangement to create smooth 

narrative flow. Your word choice must accurately reflect definitive 

knowledge (what you know) of the subject matter, reactions, and 

reflections. Maintain an awareness of the following:

Active verbs – Keep your sentences active as opposed to passive. For instance: 
“The professor teaches the students” is a better sentence than “The 
students are taught by the professor.”

Emphasis – What’s supposed to be emphasized, should be.
Variety – (See above)  
Parallelism/Parallel Structure – Keep your sentences and clauses parallel. For instance “She 

likes running, writing, and to bake” is not acceptable. “She likes to run, write, 
and bake” is. “She likes running, writing, baking” is correct but not active.

Mixed constructions – Your sentences have to make logical sense. For instance, 
“The fact that the marathon is twenty-six miles, a length that explains 
why I never have finished it” does not make sense. 

Shifts – “She caught the ball and then throws it to the catcher for the out” caught is past 
tense and “throws” is present. These should be consistent. “She caught the ball 
and threw it to the catcher for the out.” 

Dangling modifiers – “Having finished the test, Bob opened a beer.” Bob opened the beer is 
clear, but who finished the test is not. “Bob finished the test and then opened a 
beer.”  



• Your sentences must vary in length and arrangement to create smooth 

narrative flow. Your word choice must accurately reflect definitive 

knowledge (what you know) of the subject matter, reactions, and 

reflections. Maintain an awareness of the following (cont.):

Fragments –
Subject/Verb Agreement –
Pronoun/Antecedent Agreement –
Run on Sentences –
Comma Usage –
Apostrophes –
Proper Quotation Marks and End Punctuation –



On Grammar …

When I grade your papers and list what corrections need to be made, I 
may say, “go to the website to complete the exercises on:

• Apostrophes;
• Run on Sentences;
• Commas;
• Subject/Verb Agreement; or
• Sentence Fragments”;

You will need to make a copy of the exercise sheet, complete it and turn it 
in with either your revision or your next paper to receive a grade. 



With each essay 

assignment you must 

turn in a completed 

essay response form. 

These are found in 

your syllabus packet. 

On Essay Response Forms ….



• Six legitimate outside references. Two of these must be 

charts, illustrations, graphs, or tables to promote your 

thesis. Direct quotations or paraphrasing must be 20 

percent or less of your overall content. Do not string 

quotes together. Your sources must come from: 

-Researched and legitimate information; 

-Peer-reviewed journals; 

-Magazines with legitimately investigated 

content;

-Websites if they are legitimate and the authors of 

the information are “credentialed,” subject-matter-

experts.

• 2-3 direct quotes from the text or film.

On Sources ….

Do not use 
dictionaries or 
Wikipedia as a 
source! 



On Sources …. Graph Example. You can recreate charts, tables, graphs, 

illustrations (you need two), just be sure to accredit the source. Or, you can simply 

cut and paste. The example graph below was created in Excel. 
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You must use APA format

Which means that your citations within the narrative of the text must be 

set up correctly (the parenthetical references) and your “References” 

page must be formatted correctly. If you are a humanities major, 

familiarize yourself with MLA format, but for this class, use APA format. If 

you are going to major in social or natural sciences use APA format.

You can access online the correct formatting guidelines for either style. 

You do not need to purchase a separate text. You also can ask the 

CCBC librarian for a 2-page summary sheet of either the MLA or APA 

style guidelines. These are free for the asking. 

Make sure you follow the guidelines. This includes correct spacing, 

indenting, italicizing, capitalizing, etc … Do not forget page headers and 

abstracts (APA).

On MLA or APA Format ….

It is your responsibility to learn the format! Take the time to do so



Examples of MLA format 

in narrative of text.



Examples of MLA Works 

Cited page.



Examples of APA format.

APA format requires a title 

page.



Examples of APA format.

You do not have to 

prepare an abstract, just 

know that it may be 

required in the future 

when you take upper level 

courses. Be sure the in-

text citations are made 

according to APA style. 



Examples of APA format.

APA format requires a 

References page unlike 

MLA which requires a 

Works Cited page.



A final word about plagiarism. Do your own work, do not copy and paste 

something directly into your paper unless you are going to source it. Do 

not buy a paper online, and do not ever try to pass someone else’s 

words off as your own. 


